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ABSTRACT Parallel nanostructuring of a GeSbTe film may sig-
nificantly improve the recording performance in data storage.
In this paper, a method that permits direct and massively par-
allel nanopatterning of the substrate surface by laser irradiation
is investigated. Polystyrene spherical particles were deposited
on the surface in a monolayer array by self-assembly. The ar-
ray was then irradiated with a 248-nm KrF laser. A sub-micron
nanodent array can be obtained after single-pulse irradiation.
These nanodents change their shapes at different laser energies.
The optical near-field distribution around the particles was cal-
culated according to the exact solution of the light-scattering
problem. The influence of the presence of the substrate on the
optical near field was also studied. The mechanisms for the gen-
eration of the nanodent structures are discussed.

PACS 81.16.Mk; 61.80.Ba; 81.16.Rf; 81.65.Cf

1 Introduction

Laser-induced near-field patterning of surfaces at
a resolution far below the diffraction limit has attracted more
and more attention in recent years due to its extensive po-
tential applications in high-density data storage and high-
resolution optical lithography for nanodevice fabrication [1].
In most near-field techniques, the sub-wavelength resolution
is achieved by placing a small aperture between the recording
medium and the light source. If the aperture-to-medium sepa-
ration is controlled at a distance much smaller than the wave-
length, the resolution will be determined by the aperture size
instead of the diffraction limit [2]. This technique is used in
the scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) system:
a single hollow optical fibre with a small aperture at its end is
used to deliver the laser beam [3]. Due to the near-field opti-
cal enhancement effect at the tip, the SNOM system is able to
perform surface modification in a nanoscale of different kinds
of materials. However, this approach is difficult to implement
in an industrial application due to the need for sophisticated
hardware to control the near-field distance and a low through-
put. One promising approach that could lead to massively
parallel nanostructuring was demonstrated by using a particle
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mask to pattern a solid substrate [4–6]. The optical near-field
enhancement effect is believed to be responsible for the for-
mation of nanostructures under the particles. However, the
‘true’ field distribution around the particles is still not clear
and most of the previous studies mainly use conventional Mie
theory to evaluate it, so the substrate effect is neglected. In this
paper, we calculate the exact field distribution under a particle
and compare the results with those obtained from Mie theory.
The influence of the substrate on the near-field distribution is
identified. A concept relating to the definition of the near-field
intensity is also clarified. The calculated intensity profile is
compared with experimental results. The mechanisms for the
generation of the nanodent structures on the substrate surface
are discussed.

2 Experimental details

The sample is a 100-nm-thick Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST)
film coated on a 0.6-mm polycarbonate substrate. The initial
state of the as-deposited film is an amorphous phase. The re-
fractive index of the film is about 1.8049+2.0657i. The melt-
ing point of the film is 616 ◦C. Monodisperse polystyrene (PS)
particles (Duke Scientific Corp.) with a diameter of 1.0 µm
were used. They are transparent to ultraviolet (UV) light. The
particle suspension was diluted with deionised (DI) water and
deposited on a GST substrate with a dispenser. The sample
was then stored inside a refrigerator at 10 ◦C for 1 h until
all the water solvent was evaporated. A KrF excimer laser
(λ = 248 nm, full width at half maximum (FWHM) = 23 ns)
was used as a light source. With a single-pulse irradiation, the
damage threshold for the GST sample is around 12.0 mJ/cm2.
A lens of 500-mm focal length focused the laser beam onto the
sample mounted vertically on a holder. Different laser inten-
sities were used to study the laser-energy dependence of the
nanostructures formed on the GST material. The GST surface
after laser processing was characterised by a scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM: Hitachi S-4100).

3 Results and discussion

The 1.0-µm non-absorptive spherical PS particles
act as microlenses that focus the incident laser radiation onto
the substrate [7]. Exact examinations of the near-field inten-
sity distributions, I ∝ EE∗ = |E|2 or I = |Sz| (S ∝ Re[EH∗]),
can be done within the framework of classical Mie theory [8].
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FIGURE 1 Calculated intensity distributions underneath 1.0-µm PS par-
ticles from Mie theory. a |E|2 intensity and b |Sz| intensity. The incident light
is x-polarized and propagates along z

Figure 1a and b present the |E|2 intensity distribution and the
|Sz| intensity distribution on the surface underneath the par-
ticles, respectively, as calculated from rigorous Mie formulae.
Although the peak values are close, the intensity profiles are
different from each other. The profile of the |E|2 intensity (full
width at 1/e maximum) is not a round shape but has a ratio
of about 2 : 1. However, the |Sz| intensity presents a nearly
round focusing. It should be noted that these Mie calcula-
tions are only valid for the cases without a substrate present

Peak X0/X1 (nm) Y0/Y1 (nm) ∆d = |X_−Y_| (nm)

|E|2 (Mie) 59.59 207/328 116/224 91/104
|E|2 (substrate) 86.82 173/305 102/182 71/123
|Sz| (Mie) 55.25 122/210 146/248 24/38
|Sz| (substrate) 72.19 123/228 119/198 4/30

TABLE 1 |E|2 and |Sz| intensity profiles cal-
culated from Mie theory (no substrate) and exact
particle-substrate modul

in the light-scattering system. The reflection and secondary
scattering of the reflected wave in a particle–substrate system
may significantly change the final field distributions around
the particles [4, 7]. Numerical simulation for this case is also
performed in this study, based on the exact solution in [9]. In
order to make a clear comparison, we summarise calculation
results in Table 1. The following definitions are used: (1) X0:
full width at 1/e maximum in the x direction (focusing size),
(2) X1: full width of the region with enhancement effect in the
x direction, (3) Y0: full width at 1/e maximum in the y di-
rection (focusing size), (4) Y1: full width of the region with
enhancement effect in the x direction, (5) ∆d = X0 −Y0 or
∆d = X1 −Y1.

From Table 1, one can see that the electrical field enhance-
ment at the contact point becomes stronger when the GST
substrate is present, increasing from 59.59 to 86.82. Mean-
while, the focusing intensity profile becomes sharper as X0
and Y0 both decrease (X0: 207 nm → 173 nm, Y0: 116 nm →
102 nm). The decrease of the ∆d value (from 91 nm to 71 nm)
indicates that the GST substrate has a ‘homogeniser’ effect
on the electrical field. For the |Sz| field, similar conclusions
can be drawn from Table 1. The difference between the |E|2
and |Sz| fields originally comes from the contribution of the
r component of the electric vector, Er , which decays with r
as Er ∝ 1/r2. It quickly tends to zero in the optical far field
(r � λ) [8]. In other words, the scattered wave in the far field is
a transverse wave for which the |E|2 and the |Sz| intensities are
identical. But the scattered wave in the optical near field is not
transverse any more and thus the |Sz| field will differ from the
|E|2 field. In principle, one should use the |Sz| intensity field
to describe the physical phenomena in the optical near field
nanostructuring.

In the experiments, it is found that most of the PS spheres
were removed after one laser-pulse irradiation. Consequently,
nanodent structures with the same hexagonal pattern were
formed on the GST surface at the locations where spheres
originally were located. The average diameters of the struc-
tures are summarised in Fig. 2. The deviation of the measured
diameter is found to be smaller than 40 nm. Comparing this
with the ∆d value in Table 1, one finds that the |Sz| inten-
sity (∆d: 4–30 nm) fits the result well rather than the |E|2
intensity (∆d: 71–123 nm). From Fig. 2, it can be seen that
the diameter of the nanodent increases almost linearly with
the laser fluence up to 7.2 mJ/cm2, but tends to saturate as
the laser fluence increases further. The linear increase in the
low-fluence region (< 7.2 mJ/cm2) could be attributed to the
enhanced heat-diffusion process as more laser energy is de-
posited into the substrate when the laser fluence increases.
However, when the laser fluence increases further, the par-
ticle lens could detach from the substrate in a time interval
much smaller than the laser-pulse duration [10]. This effect
leads to a saturation tendency of laser energy deposition into
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FIGURE 2 Measured mean diameter of the nanodents as a function of laser
fluence

the substrate. The total amount of deposited laser energy in
such a case is determined by the particle-detachment time in-
stead of the laser-pulse duration. On the other hand, we will
see below that the nanodent shape also changes at different
laser fluences, indicating the excitation of complex convective
fluxes during the melting process. This could also affect the
nanodent diameter at different laser fluences. From calculated
theoretical values, the saturation size of the nanodent struc-
tures is about 200 nm, which is smaller than the experimental
value of 400 nm. The deviation is due to the heat-diffusion
process in the GST film after laser heating, which transfers the
heat energy to surrounding regions. In our experiments, it is
observed that damage sites can also be formed on PS particles
at a high laser fluence, but with a nanodent diameter around
200 nm. This value is in good agreement with the theoretical
value.

Figure 3 shows the SEM images of nanodent structures
formed on GST films after one laser pulse irradiation at flu-
ences of 5.8 mJ/cm2, 8.5 mJ/cm2 and 10.5 mJ/cm2, respec-
tively. At the laser fluence of 5.8 mJ/cm2, bowl-shape dents
with a diameter around 120 nm can be observed, as shown in
Fig. 3a. The shape of the dents does not change too much for
the laser fluence less than 7.2 mJ/cm2. However, sombrero-
shape bumps with an outer rim are formed at a fluence of
8.5 mJ/cm2, as given in Fig. 3b. When the laser fluence be-
comes higher, halo-shape dents with an outer ring can be seen
in Fig. 3c. Recently, Lu and Chen reported a similar phe-
nomenon for silicon substrates with a native 2-nm-thick SiO2

layer: bowl-shape dents at low laser fluences and sombrero-
shape dents at high laser fluences [11]. However, no halo-
shape dents were observed in their work at high laser fluences.
The mechanism for the formation of these different nanodent
structures is related to the fact that surface melting could result
in the excitation of convective fluxes within the liquid layer.
Thermocapillary force and chemicapillary force are the two
main origins that lead to changes in surface tension [12]. Since
the optical field enhancement has a Gaussian-like distribution
in our case, the temperature decreases from the centre of the
molten zone to its edge. Assuming that the material concentra-
tion gradient is small, such a temperature gradient causes an

FIGURE 3 SEM images of nanodent structures formed on GST film after
one laser pulse irradiation at laser fluences of a 5.8 mJ/cm2, b 5.8 mJ/cm2

and c 5.8 mJ/cm2. Scale bar is 1.0 µm

outward flow of the molten material to the edge. It is believed
to be responsible for the formation of the outer rim and the
bowl-shape nanodents (Fig. 3a) [11]. When the laser fluence
is high enough to trigger the concentration change of the mate-
rial, convective flow could reverse its direction and a sombrero
shape (Fig. 3b) can be observed [11]. However, we are still
not clear which composition of GST material changes its con-
centration and more investigations are needed. When laser
fluences become higher, strong evaporation takes place in the
central region that generates recoil pressure on the molten
material, leading to a halo structure in the centre. At the tail re-
gion, the Marangoni convection remains so that an outer ring
still exists (Fig. 3c).

4 Conclusions

The difference between the |E|2 and |Sz| fields
in the optical near-field problem is investigated. The pres-
ence of the substrate influences the final field distributions:
(1) the enhancement by the reflection of the substrate is ob-
served near the contacting point and (2) the substrate may help
to homogenise the enhancement field. The particle-enhanced
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optical near field can be utilised to pattern the GST film in
a nanometre scale. By forming a monolayer of a particle array
on the substrate by self-assembly, this process can be highly
parallel. The formed nanostructures on GST films change
their shapes at different laser fluences. Both a Marangoni-
driven flow mechanism and an evaporation-driven flow mech-
anism are involved in the formation of the different structures.
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